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Highlights

This month’s content additions include 2 new social media files that greatly enhance our offering in this area. The Federal NewsFeed and the State Capital NewsFeed consist of United States federal and state tweets, Facebook posts and blogs from legislators, executives and government agencies. Other highlights include increased coverage of India, Africa and the Middle East, including many more titles in Arabic language. The titles below are linked to their entry in the Searchable Directory of Online Sources. Click to learn more about each title.

United States

Federal NewsFeed is comprised of tweets, blogs and Facebook posts by officials in the U.S. federal government, and breaking news from US federal government websites & RSS feeds. It covers the legislative, judicial and executive branches and government agencies.

State Capital NewsFeed provides legislative intelligence and breaking news from Twitter, blogs, Facebook, and state websites & RSS feeds. It covers the legislative, judicial and executive branches and state agencies from all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

United Kingdom

Goal.com is an Arabic language web based news publication in United Kingdom covering football. Arabic language.

Your Mortgage acts as a web-based publication that guides consumers through every stage of the mortgage process. Its features show mortgage borrowers how to get the best mortgage and save on the costs of buying and owning property.

Europe

Die Welt Hamburg is a daily regional version of the Die Welt newspaper group, which publishes and is read in 130 countries worldwide. In addition to a local section for the major city of Hamburg and its surroundings, coverage includes politics, economics, finances, culture, science and sport. German language.

Die Welt Berlin is a daily regional version of the Die Welt newspaper group, which publishes and is read in 130 countries worldwide. In addition to a local section for the capital city of Berlin and its surroundings, coverage includes politics, economics, finances, culture, science and sport. German language.

GHN News Agency is a daily newspaper that reports on political, cultural, business, economic and social events in Georgia as well as the surrounding Caucasus region. English and Russian language files available.
**Sarke Daily News**, established in 1992, is a newspaper in Georgia covering major events in Georgian economics, business, politics and society. English and Russian language files available.

**Sarke Economic Press Monitor** is a daily newspaper in Georgia providing short summaries of major events in economics, business, politics and society as reported in leading newspapers and economic publications. English and Russian language files available.

**SKRIN Company Profiles (Russian)** contains basic information on Russian companies is aimed at employees of investment banks, information agencies and private investors. Content includes company addresses, telephone numbers and other contact data on the state registration of a company, securities issues, founders and shareholders, participation of a legal entity in charter (joint-stock), capital of legal entities, investment information, and main financial indicators under Russian Accounting Standards. English and Russian language files available.

**Sudan Tribune (Arabic)** is an online news source in France that covers peacekeeping and human rights, oil, economy, education, health, politics and society. Arabic and English language files available.

**Asia/Pacific**

**ABC Live** is a weekly online news service published from the northern part of India.

**Asian Hospital & Healthcare Management** is a twice a year publication published in India that covers important issues and trends in the healthcare industry across Asia and the world.

**Asian Journal of Management** is an international journal from Raipu, India that covers managerial sciences. It also contains articles on management theory and practice.

**Asian Journal of Nursing Education and Research** is an international journal from Raipu, India. It covers nursing sciences. It also contains clinical information and original research in the healthcare and nursing industry.

**Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Analysis** is an international journal from Raipur, India that features stories and analysis studies on the development, validation and execution of pharmaceutical products. It also covers traditional Chinese medicine and provides reviews written by experts in the field on all the most recent advances in pharmaceutical and biomedical analysis.

**Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Research** is an international journal from Raipur, India that covers pharmaceutical science and research. It publishes original research articles, short communications and reviews on various subjects from drug discovery through clinical evaluation.

**Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Science** is an international journal from Raipur, India covering pharmaceutical sciences. It also contains original research articles, short communications, and review articles.

**Asian Journal of Pharmacy and Technology** is an international journal that covers science and technology in the pharmaceutical industry.
Asian Journal of Research in Chemistry is a monthly publication from Raipur, India. It covers analytical, inorganic, organic, biochemistry, forensic and physical-theoretical chemistry.

Banking Frontiers is a monthly magazine that offers B2B news about the finance sector in India. It covers technology, security, HR, marketing, growth, expansion, risk management, compliance and tie-ups.

Best Media Info is a business news portal published in India and covers advertising, marketing and media news.

BGR India is a daily portal for gadget enthusiasts. It provides breaking news, reviews and analysis on latest technology products.

Bollywoodlife.com is a daily from India that provides Bollywood news, motion picture previews, features and interviews. Movie and music reviews are also included.

CricketCountry.com is a daily publication from India designed for the cricket fan. Coverage includes cricket news, cricket scores, cricket fan blogs, and world cup history.

Customer Research Frontiers provides articles on technology strategies used by companies for customer acquisition, customer relations, and customer satisfaction.

EJ Insight provides focused information, perspective, and analysis on business, finance, markets, policies, trends and investment opportunities in China.

Free Press Journal is an Indian English-language daily newspaper that covers news, sports, entertainment and business in Mumbai. It also features national and international news.

Health.India.com is daily portal that covers news on health care, fitness, sexual health, stress management, disease, nutrition and weight loss.

Images Business of Beauty is a monthly magazine published from India that contains research findings, news, recent product launches, expert views and trends in the beauty industry.

IMAGES Franchise is a monthly magazine that provides news, statistics and analytical information on the franchising industry. It also includes coverage on market affairs and business opportunities.

India Hospitality Review is a daily news source that provides information and resources to professionals in the hospitality industry.

India Tourism Review is a daily publication that provides national news about the travel and tourism industry.

Indian Muslim Observer is a weekly news source that covers news related to Indian Muslims in the region and from around the world.

Indian Parliament Q&A contains written questions and answers presented to the nation in the house of the Parliament by India’s key economic ministries.
Indian Ports & Infrastructure Review is a monthly magazine that covers ports and infrastructure in India.

Intelligent Haryana News is a daily portal from the state of Haryana. Coverage includes local news, sports business, jobs and community events.

Mid Day (India) is a daily that covers local entertainment, fashion, real estate, and career trends. Coverage includes but is not limited to Mumbai, Bangalore, Delhi, and Pune.

Oncars India is daily portal that covers automotive news, including vehicle market reviews and a classified section for new and used vehicles.

Perfect Sourcing is a monthly magazine in India that covers the apparel and textile industry.

Pharma Focus Asia is a twice a year publication from India that covers important issues and trends in the pharmaceutical industry across Asia and the world.

Research Journal of Engineering and Technology is an international journal from Raipur, India. It provides original research in mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, electronics & telecommunication engineering, computer engineering, chemical engineering, biotechnology, information technology, and architectural engineering.

Research Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences is an international journal that covers the arts and social sciences. It also contains articles and reviews about linguistics, commerce, anthropology, sociology, geography, economics, history, environmental studies, business administration, home science, public health, political science, demography, cultural studies, ethnography and sociolinguistics.

Research Journal of Pharmaceutical Dosage Form and Technology is an international journal from Raipur, India that covers pharmaceutics, pharmacokinetics and pharmaceutical technology. It also contains original research articles, short communications, and reviews.

Research Journal of Pharmacognosy and Phytochemistry is an international journal from Raipur, India that covers pharmacognosy and phytochemistry. It also contains original research articles, short communications, and reviews.

Research Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacodynamics is an international journal from Raipur, India that covers pharmacology and Pharmacodynamics. It also contains original research articles, short communications, and reviews.

Research Journal of Pharmacy and Technology is a monthly international pharmaceutical journal from Raipur, India. Coverage includes original research articles, short communications, and reviews on a variety of subjects, from drug discovery through clinical evaluation.

Research Journal of Science and Technology is an international journal from Raipur, India that covers science and technology. It also contains original research articles, short communications, and reviews.

Research Journal of Topical and Cosmetic Sciences is an international journal that covers cosmetics, toiletry and perfumery research, olfactory research, aerosol technology, analytical chemistry, and
standardization of cosmetic formulation. It also includes information on cosmetic emulsion and dispersion systems, and the theory and applications of surfactants.

**SP's MAI** is a fortnightly magazine in India that covers news, market insights, technology updates and policy initiatives pertaining to homeland security.

**SportzPower** provides research reports, interviews, special features, and breaking news about sports in India.

**Steam & Boiler Review** is a monthly magazine in India that covers major aspects of steam generation, conveyance and utilization of boilers, turbines and power generation, insulation and process equipment.

**Textile Review** is a monthly magazine that covers global trends and developments in the textile and apparel industry in Asia.

**Travel.India.com** is a daily portal that provides travel, tourism, and hotel reviews in India. Coverage includes travel packages and airline information.

**Africa / Middle East**

**African Banker** is a quarterly magazine specializing in banking and finance. Published in London, UK. English and French language files available.


**Al Ahdath Al Maghribia** is an Arabic language socialist newspaper published daily in Casablanca, Morocco. Arabic language.

**Al Ahram Al Arabiya** is the special GCC edition of Al-Ahram, a widely circulated Arabic language daily newspaper in Egypt. Only content unique to Al Ahram Al Arabiya is provided within this feed. Arabic language.

**Al Ahram al Duwali**, published in Cairo is the special international edition of Al-Ahram, the most widely circulated Arabic language daily newspaper in Egypt, published by Al-Ahram Publishing. Only content that is unique to Al-Ahram al Duwali is provided within this feed. Arabic language.

**Al-Ahram Gate** is an Arabic language news portal from Al-Ahram Publishing House in Egypt, covering breaking news, Egypt, World, business, opinion, arts & culture, sports, lifestyle, fashion, heritage, books and multimedia. Arabic language.

**Al-Ahram Messai** is an Arabic language daily newspaper from Al-Ahram Publishing House in Egypt. Its coverage includes news, opinion, business, finance, investing, sport, art and culture, Islam, investigations, special reports. Arabic language.

**Al-Ahram Sports** is an Arabic language sports portal from Al-Ahram Publishing House in Egypt, covering local, regional and international sports news, results, statistics and multimedia content. Arabic language.
**Al-Akhbar** is a daily newspaper in Lebanon reporting on the anti-imperialist struggle, progressive politics, freedom of expression, Arab uprisings and other news in the region. English and Arabic language files available.

**Alborsanews.com** is an Arabic language business and financial portal from Egypt covering the stock exchange, companies, the economy and property and banking sectors. Arabic language.

**Algeria Press Service** is the official government news agency of Algeria. English and Arabic language files available.

**Al Rai** is a daily Arabic language newspaper in Jordan covering local and international news, finance, politics, culture and sport. Arabic language.

**Al Seyassah** is a daily Arabic language national newspaper from Kuwait covering general news, business, finance, sports and features. Arabic language.

**Al-Shorfa** is sponsored by USCENTCOM to highlight movement toward greater regional stability both through bilateral and multilateral cooperative arrangements. Published in MacDill AFB, Florida, USA, it also focuses on developments that hinder both terrorist activity and support for terrorism in the region. English and Arabic language files available.

**Alwasat** is a daily Arabic language newspaper in Bahrain focusing on national and international news, current affairs, politics, business and sports. Arabic language.

**Al-Yamamah** is a monthly Arabic language journal in Saudi Arabia covering current affairs, culture, sports, family and literature. Arabic language.

**Arab Times** is a daily English language broadsheet sized newspaper from Kuwait covering local and international news, business, finance, sports and features.

**Arriyadiyah** is a daily Arabic language newspaper in Saudi Arabia with an exclusive focus on sports. The newspaper provides news coverage as well as research, analysis and commentary on domestic, regional and international sporting event, primarily targeting Saudi and GCC youths and sports enthusiasts. Arabic language.

**Aswat Masriya** is a newspaper in Egypt that covers elections news and information. It is part of a Thomson Reuters Foundation initiative to increase democracy through strengthening the media in the region. Aswat Masriya has set content partnership agreements with prominent Egyptian media institutions like Al-Ahram newspaper and Al-Shorouk Newspaper. English and Arabic language files available.

**Baladna** is a daily Arabic language newspaper covering local and international news, politics, business and sport. Arabic language.

**Capital** is a weekly newspaper published in Addis Ababa that promotes free enterprise and best practice policies for doing business in Ethiopia. Its readership includes the business community, NGOs, international organizations, and academics.
**Cihan News Agency** is an independent news agency from Turkey. English, Turkish and Arabic language files available.

**CNBC Arabia** is a 24-hour Arabic language financial and business information channel, presenting regional and international affairs from an Arab economic perspective. Arabic language.

**Dar Al Hayat** is a daily newspaper in Lebanon covering national and international news, current affairs, politics, business, sports and entertainment. English and Arabic language files available.

**Emarat Al Youm** is a daily Arabic language newspaper in the United Arab Emirates covering local, regional and global news, politics, business and sports. Arabic language.

**Forexpros** is a set of professional tools for Forex, Futures and CFDs. These include real-time data streams, financial news, technical and fundamental analysis by in-house experts, and a widely used economic calendar. English and Arabic language files available.

**ITP.net** is a daily web-based publication in United Arab Emirates that covers information and communication technologies. English and Arabic language files available.

**Jawahara** is a daily Arabic language women’s portal in United Arab Emirates covering fashion, décor, entertainment, to politics, technology and wellbeing. Arabic language.

**The Middle East** is a monthly journal published in London. It provides readers in over 100 countries with commentary on the social, political and economic developments in the Arab world.

**LE MONDE Diplomatique** is an Arabic language newspaper in Saudi Arabia that publishes the Arabic version of LE MONDE diplomatique. It is written by international writers who discuss political, economic and intellectual issues around the world. Arabic language.

**Mubasher** is a daily newspaper in Saudi Arabia covering news coverage and analysis of the Arab stock exchanges and listed companies, as well as coverage of the latest economic reports and market declarations. English and Arabic language files available.

**New African** is a monthly journal published in London. It provides an African point of view of international news for government officials, businessmen, professionals and Africa-watchers. French language.

**New African Woman**, published in London, is a monthly magazine that covers fashion and beauty, health and well-being, parenting and family, culture and the arts. Also included are features, exclusive articles, and interviews on high profile black women personalities. French language.

**PalFX** is a daily newspaper which is published in Gaza City, Palestine, and provides information and analysis within the Arab world to assist with financial and investing decisions. English and Arabic language files available.

**Radio Balad**, published in Jordan, provides programs that include a review of the daily press, a morning show, sports review, music, street talk, legal awareness, school radio, youth on FM, techno life, and the economics. Arabic language.
**Saudi Election** is a daily English language electronic publication in Saudi Arabia delivering news and articles about regional elections.

**Saudi in Focus** is published in Riyadh and delivers news and articles about all aspects of Saudi Arabia. English and Arabic language files available.

**Shabab Portal** is an Arabic language youth portal from Al-Ahram Publishing House in Egypt, focused on youth interests including sport, politics, entertainment, general topics and multimedia. Arabic language.

**The Sun**, established in 2003, is a daily English language newspaper publication from Nigeria with an emphasis on human interest stories, politics, business and features.

**techno news** is a daily Arabic language portal in Jordan covering IT, technology, telecommunications, networks and computer software. Arabic language.

**UPI Arabic News Service** is a daily Arabic language news service in Middle East covering major regional and international issues coming out of the Middle East and North African. Also included are stories about entertainment, business, science and health, and social and human interest. Arabic language.

**Watani** is an Arabic language newspaper published on Sundays in Cairo. It provides a special focus on Coptic issues, culture, heritage, and contribution to Egyptian society. Arabic language.

**Changes / Takedowns**

ProQuest lost the rights to distribute the following which were taken down in January:
- Sustainable Facility
- International Journal of Case Studies in Management
- Australian Journal of Management
- Water Environment Research
- WEF Highlights
- International Journal of Strategic Property Management
- Middle East Policy
- Canadian Journal of Psychoanalysis
- Arizona Quarterly
- Journal of the Air & Waste Management Association
- FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

The group files *Overview of Markets & Technology* (Promt), *Marketing and Advertising Reference Service* (Mars), and the combined file (PromtP) were taken down on January 31st. This is part of our ongoing effort to clean up the source directory, remove low value content, and improve the source selection experience for customers. We analyzed the content in these files and determined that most of the sources are no longer updating or are duplicated elsewhere on LexisNexis.
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